
ARTIST STATEMENT 

I believe everyone has a calling in life. Inspired by the music my dad exposed me to 
such as The Beatles, Bach, Bossa Nova, and Jazz, my calling revealed itself to me 
when I was around 10 years old, and has helped guide my musical life decisions up to 
this day. As a freelance performer/arranger/composer, I feel immensely fulfilled, and 
inspired to keep getting better at my craft. I truly love what I do for a living! A couple of 
my goals and aspirations are to write a composition for guitar and orchestra, performing 
it live locally, and to score a film featuring the guitar. 

As a freelance performer, composer and arranger, most of the decisions I make in the 
course of my work are based off of my clients needs. However, I may approach the work 
based on what I feel is appropriate musically, and to a certain extent artistically. For 
example, many of my clients include engaged couples who are tying the knot and have 
hired me to perform the music at their wedding; In this case, I will take their song 
requests under consideration but it's up to me to decide if the song will translate well as 
to be transcribed to solo guitar, and it is up to me how I express the song in 
performance based on my arrangement. Some of the themes, and concepts I used are 
based off of previous experience. Again, using the typical wedding client as a scenario, I 
will often create themes based from previous clients. For example, I will have a Disney 
song them or a Harry Potter/Star Wars theme, or maybe romantic Spanish guitar theme, 
etc. Most of my clients really appreciate the fact I have themes that I can recommend 
which makes the song selection process a lot easier for them. 

Some of my other current work includes performing at private and corporate events. As 
a kid, I got my start by performing at coffee shops and shopping malls for tips. At the 
time I felt I was so lucky to perform in front of a somewhat appreciative audience even 
though it was just for a few bucks. In reality, I would have probably have done it for free 
because it gave me an opportunity to hone my craft and get live performing experience. 
Eventually, I started getting approached to do paid private and corporate events at 
these venues. As my musicianship and performance skills grew, I realized a truth 
became apparent for me: The better I get at my craft the more work I get. The more 
work I get, the better I get at my craft. This concept helped to fuel the passion for music 
performance and still continues to do so today. 

-Alex Guillen, Guitarist and Composer


